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KEY FEATURES

Overview
The Central Bank Management System (CBMS) is a fully integrated solution for central 
banks and issuers. 

The system consists of three inter-connected core modules:

The Treasury component is utilised for capturing deals, configuring auctions and Master File 
Data administration in addition to a configurable general ledger.

The Auctioning Front End is used by dealers in the market to enter their bids on the auction 
in real-time. Holdings reports show the user where their dematerialised scrip is real time. 
The solution is entirely SWIFT enabled which allows participants to place bids via SWIFT 
messages in either ISO 15022 or 20022 formats. Additionally, the Auctioning front end 
allows participants to perform transfers between participants.

The Custody component is linked to the above modules and is responsible for two core 
functions namely, settlement and accounting.

The system provides for the electronic capture of Treasury Bills (Discount Securities) and 

Debenture (Fixed Coupon, Fixed Maturity) Auctions and the allocation and settlement 

thereof. The system includes Bond Trade reporting and settlement, including integration 

with the existing CSD system with regards to dematerialised Bond Instruments. The system 

also integrates with the various wire services.

In addition, the system also provides functionality for all Treasury operations, including an 

automated interface to the General Ledger (G/L from now on).

CBMS also caters for safe keeping and Custody within physical paper-based environments 

and the Corporate Actions that pertain to these environments.

To provide a Central Bank and Issuer Management System with state of the art technology. 
Such a system facilitates the automatic running of the domestic Treasury operations of a 
Central Bank’s business as well as Treasury and accounting requirements for Issuers. The 
system is designed to minimise processing risks and to alleviate user interactions with each 
business process involved in running the operation.

The technology CBMS encompasses provides for a secure interface into the overall Central 

Bank/Issuer environment system for both internal users and external participants alike. Recent 

additions to this technology ensure simple integration to the system for external participants 

that allows these participants to utilise any mobile device supporting HTML to place bids, 

perform transfers and view holdings reports

Treasury

Auctioning Front-End

Custody and Accounting

BUSINESS OBJECTIVITIES



A web front end for external participants (banks).

A web front end for internal users that provides access to:

-Reference data management (data concerning Instruments, CPI Rates, Participants, 

Accounts etc.).

-Settlement data management (data concerning Automated and Manual transaction 

settlement).

-Transactional data (data concerning the loading and capturing of all transaction types

including Auction Setup, Bid Capture, Bond Trading capture, Money Market Trading 

capture (both Physical and Dematerialised)

-Daily Mark to Market (MTM from now on) processes.

-Trade and settlement loading CPI

-Status monitoring processes.

-The ability to perform uploads to the G/L system of the Central Bank/Issuer

A web browser-based management console for system administrators that delivers:

-System monitoring functionality (providing access to users, passwords etc.)

CBMS offers the following components: 

Transaction trade and settlement dates may not fall on a weekend or public holiday. CBMS, 

accordingly, lets its users specify a different transaction or settlement date if such a date falls 

on a weekend or public holiday.

Managing Trading Holidays

Managing Trading Holidays

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 

DATA

CBMS allows you to manage a large range of data, including:

Components



Throughout the system, various transactions require unique reference numbers for each 

entry. Occasionally, these reference numbers are also used for interfaces with external 

systems such as the CSD, RTGS and Wire Services. These external interfaces sometimes 

impose restrictions on the number format. This led to the creation of the Transaction 

References table. The purpose is to allow users to assign a unique starting point reference 

number for transactions throughout the system.

Transaction References

Transaction References

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Managing Country Records

Managing Centre Records

CBMS incorporates a set of Centre records for use by various other static data components 

like the System Configuration and Accounting Modules. A list of Centre records consists of 

a list of multiple instances of Centre Code and Centre Description record fields linked to a 

preloaded Country Code. CBMS system administrators can load and maintain Centre 

records by selecting the Centres under System Admin.

Managing Centre Records

Managing Country Records

CBMS incorporates a set of country records for use by various other static data components 

like Clients, Instruments, System Configuration, Trading Holidays and Currencies. Country 

records consist of Country Code and Description fields. CBMS system administrators can 

load and maintain country records, as well as their associated Currencies and Centres, from 

the Country Configuration menu option.

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Manage Currency Records

Manage Profit Centres

Managing Currency Records

CBMS incorporates a set of currency records for use by various other static data 
components like the Instruments, System Configuration and Accounting Modules. A list of 
currency records consists of a list of multiple instances of Currency Code and currency 
Description record fields linked to a preloaded Country Code. CBMS system administrators 

can load and maintain currency records by selecting the Currencies under System Admin.

Managing Profit Centres

Each account loaded within CBMS is allocated a Profit Centre. Profit Centres do not affect 
account processing. They are used purely from a reporting point of view to group accounts

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Client List

Managing Client/Counterparty Records

Client/Counterparty records contain basic client details such as a unique client code, client 
address and contact details. 

Holdings

Holdings are Instruments and other financial assets in the possession of clients. From the 
View Holdings Data view, users are able to view real-time holdings balances including 
projected holdings for unsettled positions.

Transactions

A Transaction is a Buy or a Sell activity. The Transaction Data view is a view of all the 
Transactions that have been performed in the CBMS Application. Changes and adjustments 
to the manner in which these transactions are displayed, can be made in the Data view 
Setup configuration input screen.

Instruments

Instruments menu items configure the various financial Instruments that CBMS uses

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



The entire process of auctioning Treasury Bills (Discount Securities) and Debentures 
(Fixed Coupon, Fixed Maturities) is automated as far as possible. This section describes 
the processes involved in the auction business process.

Treasury Bills (Discount Securities) auctions generally occur on Fridays however the 
system does allow for the capturing of auction invitations any day (and multiple invitations 
on the same day). The first step in the process is to load the auction, followed by the 

capturing of bids and finally the allocation and settlement. 

Money Market Auctions

TREASURY & AUCTIONING

The Treasury and Auction Module manages the following types of asset classes:

Add and Maintain Cash Accounts

Bond Auctions

A Bond is a debt security with an adjustable interest rate and fixed term of 20-30 years.

Bond Auctions generally take place on the Bloomberg System. CBMS has the functionality 

to import allocated bids into the system for Trading.

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Switch Auctions

Upload Bloomberg allocated Switch Auction bids into CBMS system.

Switch Auctions

Repo Auctions

A Re-Purchase agreement, also known as a Repo, Currency Repo, RP, or sale and Re-
Purchase agreements, is the sale of securities together with an agreement for the seller to 
buy back the securities at a later date

Reverse Repo Auctions

The Central Bank gives assets: drains Liquidity; there are only four entries for accounting:
Bond Reverse Repo account
Interest paid Reverse Repo
Settlement Account (Oracle)
Interest Accruals

Repo Margin

The Repo Margin is a view that will calculate the market value of each participant 
instruments that was used in the repo and reverse repo auction. If the total of all instruments 
market values is less than the repurchase price of the Repo. It will show the insufficient 
amount as a Central Bank/Issuer Margin Call. If the total is more it will display the amount as 
a Counterparty Call.

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



On the maturity date of an Instrument, the ‘write out’ of the Instrument will generate sell 

instructions for current Holdings. This will update the current Holdings value to zero.

Write out of Bonds

Write out of Bonds

CUSTODY & ACCOUNTING

The custody and accounting module provides the management of corporate actions, 
certificates and a complete accounting system 

Corporate Actions

Treasury Bills (Discount Securities) and Debentures (Fixed Coupon, Fixed Maturities) 
have Corporate Actions in the sense that on the Maturity Date of the Instrument, various 
payments are required to be made from the Issuer (the Central Bank) to the holders of 
these Instruments. The entire process of maturing dematerialised Treasury Bills 
(Discount Securities) and Debentures (Fixed Coupon, Fixed maturities) is automated as 
far as possible thanks to the initiation of the Corporate Action by the CSD.

Generate Corporate Action Report

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



CBMS maintains a Certificate registry of a physical script. The View Certificates 
Dataview lists the different Certificates loaded within CBMS.

Interacting with Certificates

View Certificates 

End of day

Rate Change

Debit Account

Credit Account

Cash Accounts

View all Cash Movements

Journal Postings

Movement Codes

Accounting Books

Chart of Accounts

Fixed Deposit Rollover

Month End Interest Run

Standard Interest Rates

Update Standard Interest Rate Accounts

Accounting

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.

The CBMS Accounting Module provides a complete accounting system: 



Fees

LDR Report

Holdings Report

Due Date Report

Certificates Report

Pre-Allocation Report

Beneficiary Download

Auction by Client Report

Bonds Settlement Report

Print Accounting Statement

Maturity of Certificates Report

Customised reports can be created at the client’s request

LDR Report

REPORTING
A number of reports can be generated for internal and client purposes including:

Print Account Statement

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Work Flow Groups

OTHER  FUNCTIONALITIES

CBMS is built on a very secure and flexible platform providing: 

User Management and Work Flow

Support for maker-checker for key entry into the system

Flexible approval workflow process

Granular role based access permission for various functionalities of the system

Ability to flag transactions as not committed

Complete audit trail of all input, changes and deletes

Audit Trail
The system will maintain audit trail of all user activity in the system, including addition of 

data, modification of data and deletion of data.

The system will maintain audit trail of all menu accesses made by a user, including the 

time of entry and exit.

The system will maintain audit trail of all unsuccessful logons.

Technical Features

Strong configurable password policies

Secure communication between client and server

Secure database

Scalability

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.



Real-time Auction process

SWIFT enabled: ISO 20022 & 15022 standards

Straight through processing (STP)

Conforms to ISO standards

Browser based solution (HTML5)

Encrypted transactions via SSL security certificates Configurable workflow module

Performs Primary & Secondary market functions

Automated scheduler

Capable of performing corrective actions

Integrates with 3
rd

 party vendors

All interfaces to the components of the CBMS are either via ISO 15022 or ISO 20022 

SWIFT messages. The system communicates in a Straight Through Processing 

(STP) environment by utilising ISO standards. Dependent on market participants, the 

system is configurable on a participant level to send either the ISO 15022 or ISO 

20022 SWIFT Messages.

The entire system is browser based, including the Auction System Front End. The 

technology employed in the user interface is the latest that technology has to offer 

namely HTML5.

Incorporated in all the modules is a dedicated configurable workflow module and 

system wide events diary. These modules assist the user in determining tasks that 

need to be carried out.

In addition, a dashboard monitor application is available that is installed on team 

leader and supervisor workstations. This dashboard provides a simple view as to the 

status of the system with configurable warning and error limits. This allows exceptions 

to be managed effectively.

The CBMS System Provides the following Functionality 
Cont.

TECHNICAL  FEATURES



SOUTH AFRICA

SECURITIES TRADING TECHNOLOGY

Securities & Trading Technology, founded in 1985, is a South African based company specialising in 

the development of leading financial market software solutions. As well as providing solutions to 

South African based organisations, STT boasts an impressive and ever growing footprint throughout 

Africa which includes; Kenya, Mauritius, Namibia, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, and Nigeria.

Our core products cover exchange solutions, to custodian solutions, to central depository solutions, to 

back office management systems, to front end trading tools. 

We are passionate about creating tailored solutions to individual companies with the highest 

standards ensured, and with our extensive collective knowledge in the financial markets; we strive to 

deliver quality products that are not only in line with the latest technology but follow best practice. 

Building long term partnerships is one of the core missions of STT as a business and keeping and 

maintaining those relationships is our core aim. At STT we view providing software solutions as an 

on-going, long term commitment, and so with that, the solutions grow and develop over time, just as 

our clients change over time. 

Company Overview

Physical Address:
8th Floor, Douglas Roberts Centre

22 Skeen Boulevard
Bedfordview

Gauteng
South Africa

2007

MAURITIUS
Postal Address:

PO Box 507

Bedfordview

2008

Tel: +27 11 663-4300

Email: marketing@tsti.co.za

stt-software.com

Physical Address:

c/o Vistra (Mauritius) Limited

3rd Floor, 355 NeXTeracom Tower I

Cybercity

Ebene

Mauritius
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